We consider the standard population protocol model, where (a priori) indistinguishable and anonymous agents interact in pairs according to uniformly random scheduling. In this model, the only previously known protocol solving the self-stabilizing leader election problem by Cai, Izumi, and Wada [Theor. Comput. Syst. 50] runs in expected parallel time Θ(n 2 ) and has the optimal number of n states in a population of n agents. This protocol has the additional property that it becomes silent, i.e., the agents' states eventually stop changing. Observing that any silent protocol solving self-stabilizing leader election requires Ω(n) expected parallel time, we introduce a silent protocol that runs in optimal O(n) expected parallel time with an exponential number of states, as well as a protocol with a slightly worse expected time complexity of O(n log n) but with the asymptotically optimal O(n) states. Without any silence or state space constraints, we show that it is possible to solve self-stabilizing leader election in optimal expected parallel time of O(log n). All of our protocols (and also that of Cai et al.) work by solving the more difficult ranking problem: assigning agents the ranks 1, . . . , n.
Introduction
Population protocols [5] are a popular and well established model of distributed computing, originally motivated by passively mobile sensor networks. However, it also models population dynamics from various areas such as trust and rumor propagation in social networks [17] , game theory dynamics [12] , chemical reactions [25, 36] , and gene regulatory networks [14] . Population protocols are a special-case variant of Petri nets and vector addition systems [21] .
This model considers computational agents with no ability to control their schedule of communication. They are a priori anonymous, indistinguishable, and mobile: interacting in pairs asynchronously and unpredictably. At each step a pair of agents to interact is chosen uniformly at random. Each agent observes the other's state, updating its own according to the transition function. A configuration describes the global system state: the state of each of the n agents. The sequence of visited configurations describes a particular execution of the protocol. The goal of the protocol is to reach a desired behavior with probability 1.
It is common in population protocols to measure space/memory complexity by counting the potential number of states each agent can have. 1 The model originally used constant-state protocols, i.e., the state set is independent of the population size [5] . Recent studies relax this assumption and allow the number of states to depend on n, adding computational power to the model [13, 26, 30] , improving time complexity [3, 24, 35] , or tolerating faults [16, 26, 29] . In the current work, for tolerating any number of transient faults (in the framework of self-stabilization), such relaxation is necessary [16] (see details below).
Leader election. In the leader election problem, the protocol should reach a configuration C with a unique agent in a special "leader" state, where all configurations reachable from C also have a single leader. When this happens, the protocol's execution is said to have stabilized. 2 The time complexity of a protocol is measured by parallel time, the number of interactions until stabilization, divided by the number of agents n. 3 Leader election is an important paradigm in the design of distributed algorithms useful to achieve a well coordinated and efficient behavior in the network. For example, in the context of population protocols, given a leader, protocols can become exponentially faster [6, 10] or compact (using less memory states) [11] . Moreover, some problems, like fault-tolerant counting, naming and bipartition become feasible, assuming a leader [9, 15, 40] .
Leader election protocols have been extensively studied in the setting where all agents start in the same pre-determined state. For example, it was shown that the problem cannot be solved in sub-linear (parallel) time if agents have only a constant number of states [19] , later improved to protocol expected time WHP time states silent? Cai, Izumi, Wada [16] Θ(n 2 ) Θ(n 2 ) * n yes Silent-Linear-Time-SSR (Sec. 3) * Θ(n) * Θ(n log n) n Θ(n) yes Silent-Linear-State-SSR (Sec. 4) Θ(n log n) * Θ(n log n) * Θ(n) yes Log-Time-SSR (Sec. 5) * Θ(log n) * Θ(log n) ∞ no Table 1 : Overview of time and space (number of states) complexities of self-stabilizing leader election protocols (which all also solve ranking). For the silent protocols, the silence time also obeys the stated upper bound. Times are measured as parallel time until stabilization both in expectation and with high probability (WHP, in this paper meaning probability 1 − O(1/n)). Entries marked with * are asymptotically optimal in their class (silent/non-silent); see Observation 2.1.
Reliable leader election. The current paper studies leader election in the context of reliability. What if agents are prone to memory or communication errors? What if errors cannot be directly detected, so agents cannot be re-initialized in response? As a motivating scenario one can imagine mobile sensor networks for mission critical and safety relevant applications where rapid recovery from faults takes precedence over memory requirements. Imagine such applications operating on relatively small sized networks, so that the sensors' memory storage dependent on n is not necessarily an issue. (Additionally, n states are provably required to solve our problem; see below.) We adopt the approach of self-stabilization [18] . A protocol is called self-stabilizing if it stabilizes with probability 1 from an arbitrary configuration (resulting from any number of transient faults). Non-self-stabilizing leader election is easily solvable using only one bit of memory per agent by the single transition (ℓ, ℓ) → (ℓ, f ) from an initial configuration of all ℓ's: when two candidate leaders meet, one becomes a follower f . However, this protocol fails in the self-stabilizing setting from an all-f configuration. Thus, any self-stabilizing leader election (SSLE) protocol must be able not only to reduce multiple potential leaders to one, but also to create new leaders. A particular challenge here is a careful verification of a leader absence, to avoid creating excess leaders forever.
Moreover, in any SSLE protocol, agents must know the exact population size n, and the number of states must be at least n [16] . Previous work has circumvented these limitations in creative ways. One approach, which requires agents only to know an upper bound on n, is to relax the requirement of self-stabilization: loose-stabilization requires only that a unique leader persists for a long time after a stabilization, but not forever [38] . Other papers study leader election in more general and powerful models than population protocols, which allow extra computational ability not subject to the limitations of the standard model. One such model assumes an external entity, called an oracle, giving clues to agents about the existence of leaders [8, 22] . Other generalized models include mediated population protocols [39] , allowing additional shared memory for every pair of agents, and the k-interaction model [33] , where agents interact in groups of size 2 to k.
Contribution
To our knowledge no prior work studies the limits of time efficiency or the time/space trade-offs for SSLE in the standard population protocol model. The only existing protocol of Cai, Izumi, and Wada [16] uses exactly n states and O(n 2 ) expected parallel time, 4 exponentially slower than the polylog(n)-time non-self-stabilizing existing solutions [23, 24, 28, 37] . Our main results are three faster protocols using more space, each making a different time/space tradeoff.
All four protocols are summarized in Table 1 . Both expected time and high-probability time are shown, although below we discuss only expected time. Any silent protocol (one guaranteed to reach a configuration where no agent subsequently changes states) must use Ω(n) parallel time (Observation 2.1). Thus Silent-Linear-Time-SSR is time-optimal for the class of silent protocols, although it uses an exponential number of states (O(n log n) bits of memory). Silent-LinearState-SSR uses asymptotically optimal O(n) states while using slightly more time: O(n log n). Finally, the non-silent Log-Time-SSR (where all agents continually update their states forever), has optimal O(log n) expected parallel time. However, it uses unbounded memory. It remains open to find an O(n)-time, O(n)-state silent protocol or a o(n)-time, bounded-state protocol. All protocols in the table solve a more difficult problem than leader election: ranking the agents by assigning them the IDs 1, . . . , n. This is similar to the naming problem of assigning each agent a unique "name" (ID) [15, 31] , but is strictly stronger since each agent furthermore knows the order of its name relative to those of other agents. Naming is related to leader election: if each agent can determine whether its name is "smallest" in the population, then the unique agent with the smallest name becomes the leader. However, it may not be straightforward to determine whether some agent exists with a smaller name; much of the logic in the algorithms Silent-Linear-Time-SSR and Log-Time-SSR is devoted to propagating the set of names of other agents while determining whether the adversary has planted "ghost" names in this set that do not actually belong to any agent. On the other hand, any ranking algorithm automatically solves both the naming and leader election problems: ranks are unique names, and the agent with rank 1 can be assigned as the leader.
Preliminaries
We write N = {1, 2, . . .} and N 0 = N ∪ {0}. The term ln k denotes the natural logarithm of k.
i denotes the kth harmonic number, with
g(k) = 1. We omit floors or ceilings (which are asymptotically negligible) when writing ln n to describe an quantity that should be integer-valued. Throughout this paper, by convention n denotes the population size n, the number of agents. We say an event E happens with high probability (WHP) 
Model. We consider population protocols [5] defined on a collection A of n indistinguishable agents, also called a population. We assume a complete communication graph over A, meaning that every pair of agents can interact. Each agent has a set S of local states. At each discrete step of a protocol, a probabilistic scheduler picks randomly a pair of agents from A to interact. During an interaction, the two agents mutually observe their states and update them according to a probabilistic transition relation T : S × S → Dist(S × S) where Dist(X) denotes the set of probability distributions on X. Pseudocode is used to describe transitions; conventions for pseudocode are described in the Appendix.
Given a finite population A and state set S, we define a configuration C as a mapping C : A → S. Given a starting configuration C 0 , we define the corresponding execution as a sequence (C t ) t≥0 of random configurations where each C t+1 is obtained from C t by applying T on the states of a uniform random ordered pair of agents (a, b), i.e., C t+1 (a), C t+1 (b) = T(C t (a), C t (b)) and C t (x) = C t+1 (x) for all x ∈ A \ {a, b}. We use the phrase (parallel) time to mean the number of interactions divided by n (the number of agents).
Convergence and stabilization. Population protocols have some problem-dependent notion of "correct" configurations. (For example, a leader election configuration has a single leader.) A configuration C is stably correct if every configuration reachable from C is correct. An execution E = (C 0 , C 1 , . . .) is picked at random according to the scheduler explained above. We say E converges (respectively, stabilizes) at interaction i if C i is not correct (resp., stably correct) and for all j > i, C j is correct (resp., stably correct). The (parallel) convergence/stabilization time of a protocol is defined as the number of iterations to converge/stabilize, divided by n. Convergence can happen strictly before stabilization, although a protocol with a bounded number of states converges from a configuration C with probability p ∈ [0, 1] if and only if it stabilizes from C with probability p. For a computational task T equipped with some definition of "correct", we say that a protocol stably computes T with probability p if, with probability p, it stabilizes (equivalently, converges).
Leader election and ranking. The two tasks we study in this paper are self-stabilizing leader election (SSLE) and ranking (SSR). For both, the self-stabilizing requirement states that from any configuration, a stably correct configuration must be reached with probability 1. For leader election, each agent has a field leader with potential values {Yes, No}, and a correct configuration is defined where exactly one agent a has a.leader = Yes. 5 For ranking, each agent has a field rank with potential values {1, . . . , n}, and a correct configuration is defined as one where, for each r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, exactly one agent a has a.rank = r. As noted in Sec. 1, any protocol solving SSR also solves SSLE by assigning leader to Yes if and only if rank = 1; for brevity we omit the leader bit from our protocols and focus solely on the ranking problem. Observation A.1 shows that the converse does not hold.
Silent protocols. A configuration C is silent if no transition is applicable to it (put another way, every pair of states present in C has only a null transition that does not alter the configuration). A self-stabilizing protocol is silent if, with probability 1, it reaches a silent configuration from every configuration. Since convergence time ≤ stabilization time ≤ silence time, the following bound applies to all three. It is shown in the Appendix.
Observation 2.1. Any silent SSLE protocol has Ω(n) expected parallel convergence time and for any α > 0, probability ≥ Basic tools. An important foundational process is the two-way epidemic process where agents have a variable infected ∈ {True, False} updating as infected ← (infected ∨ other.infected). This process is crucial to our protocols and is analyzed in the Appendix.
3 Linear-time, exponential-state silent protocol
In this section, we introduce a silent protocol that solves SSR, and thus SSLE, in O(n) expected parallel time. Paired with the Ω(n) lower bound from Observation 2.1, we have thus identified a silent protocol for SSLE with asymptotically optimal time complexity. The number of states, however, is exponential in the number of agents.
Silent linear-time protocol
Silent-Linear-Time-SSR works intuitively as follows. Agents have a name from the set Q = {1, . . . , n 3 }. They maintain a set Met of all names in the population, taking pairwise unions to eventually propagate all existing names. At that point each agent can see the ordering of its name in Met and set its rank accordingly.
What could go wrong? Some "ghost name" that is not the name field of any agent could be in the Met set. If all existing names are unique, this will be detected (line 5 of Silent-Linear-Time-SSR) when |Met| > n. If all existing names are not unique, then two agents share a name, which will be detected (line 5) when these agents meet (this is the O(n)-time bottleneck for the whole protocol; all other parts take polylog(n) time to complete). Either condition triggers a "reset" in lines 6-7. 6 After Propagate-Reset finishes and agents restart, ghost names are cleared. Since the n agents pick new names randomly from a set of size n 3 , the probability of collision after renaming is O(1/n). if |Met| = n then // do not set rank until all names have been collected 4: rank ← order of name in an ordering of Met
5:
if name = other.name or |Met| > n then // detect errors (collisions or ghost names) 6: role ← Resetting, resetcount ← R max 7: if role = Resetting then execute Propagate-Reset Protocol 2 Reset for Silent-Linear-Time-SSR, called in line 10 of Propagate-Reset.
1: role ← Collecting, name ← chosen uniformly at random from Q, Met ← {name} State complexity. There are n different states of the rank field, n 3 different values for the name field and
) different values for the Met field (number of subsets of {1, . . . , n 3 } of size (≤ n+1)). After adding the negligible Θ(log 2 n) states of Propagate-Reset, Silent-Linear-Time-SSR uses n O(n) states. 
Resetting subprotocol
The Propagate-Reset protocol is used as a subroutine in both of our bounded state protocols Silent-Linear-Time-SSR (Sec. 3.1) and Silent-Linear-State-SSR (Sec. 4). Intuitively, it provides a way for agents (upon detecting an error that indicates the starting configuration was "illegal" in some way) to "reset" quickly, after which they may be analyzed as though they began from the reset state. For that, the protocol Reset has to be defined for use by Propagate-Reset. We assume that Reset changes the role variable to something different from Resetting. Crucially, after the reset, agents have no information about whether a reset has happened and do not attempt any synchronization to ensure they only reset once, lest the adversary simply sets every agent to believe it has already reset, preventing the necessary reset from ever occurring. 7 We now define some some terms we will use to refer to the Propagate-Reset: If a.role = Resetting, then we say a is triggered if a.resetcount = R max , a is propagating if a.resetcount > 0, and a is dormant if a.resetcount = 0. If a.role = Resetting, we say a as computing. Likewise, we will refer to a configuration as fully / partially propagating (resp. dormant, computing, triggered) if all / some agents are propagating (resp. dormant, computing, triggered).
A configuration C is awakening if it is partially computing and reachable from some fully dormant configuration via configurations that are not partially triggered (i.e., every Resetting agent is dormant), and C is woke if it is awakening and fully computing. Note that in an awakening configuration, each computing agent has executed Reset exactly once since the fully dormant configuration. 
if resetcount just became 0 then // agent became dormant 6: delaytimer ← D max 7: else // when agent is dormant 8: delaytimer ← max(delaytimer − 1, 0)
9:
if delaytimer = 0 or other.role = Resetting then // dormant agents awaken by epidemic 10: execute Reset // Reset subroutine provided by protocol using Propagate-Reset
We will choose R max = 60 ln n and D max = 540 ln 2 n. Including the Propagate-Reset subprotocol adds R max + (D max + 1) = Θ(log 2 n) states to the overall protocol. Propagate-Reset begins by some agent becoming triggered (resetcount = R max ). We then show from a partially triggered configuration, the propagating condition (resetcount > 0) spreads by epidemic (in O(log n) time). Once the configuration is fully propagating, we show it becomes fully dormant in O(log 2 n) time. From the fully dormant configuration, we reach a awakening configuration within O(log 2 n) time when the first agent executes Reset. Then the instruction to execute Reset spreads by epidemic (in O(log n) time). We will then be in a woke configuration until another error is discovered that causes an agent to become triggered.
Linear-state, nearly linear-time silent protocol
This section shows a protocol that is slightly slower than Silent-Linear-Time-SSR, but uses much less memory. In Silent-Linear-Time-SSR the agents' rank fields are all realized once a unique set of names has been generated and propagated to the whole population (storing this Met set uses the bulk of the memory).
Contrast the strategy in this section with the n-state SSR protocol from [16] . 8 We can view those n states as only holding a rank field, and when agents have a rank collision, one increments their rank. The high-level idea of our Silent-Linear-State-SSR protocol is to use slightly more states to more intelligently direct this agent to find an unoccupied rank.
Unlike in Silent-Linear-Time-SSR, where one collision causes a global reset, here we have to wait for every pair of agents with matching ranks to collide. This limitation forces this protocol to take Ω(n log n) parallel time: consider an initial configuration with 2 agents in each of n/2 distinct ranks, it will take Ω(n log n) time for all n/2 of these collisions to take place. This is the time bottleneck, as we show that Silent-Linear-State-SSR has expected Θ(n log n) silence time.
The goal of the Silent-Linear-State-SSR protocol is to stabilize to the configuration with all agents in the Settled role with rank field from 1, . . . , n. Each settled agent also has a Boolean field nextrank ∈ {Empty, Full}, where nextrank = Full should indicate if there exist any agent holding the next largest rank. Two agents with the same rank meeting causes one of them to enter the Unsettled role (rather than immediately choosing a different rank). When an Unsettled agent a meets a Settled agent b with b.nextrank = Empty, a occupies the next larger rank b.rank + 1.
This high-level idea can be foiled by an initial configuration where there is an unoccupied rank r, but the only agent with rank r − 1 falsely has nextrank = Full. This will lead to some Unsettled agents being unable to find a new rank. Thus the Unsettled agents use their memory to hold a counter (described in Error-Timer), and if any Unsettled agent a waits much longer than expected to find a Settled agent with nextrank = Empty, a will cause a population-wide reset (using the same Propagate-Reset from Silent-Linear-Time-SSR).
The Propagate-Reset will set every agent to Settled with rank = 1 and nextrank = Empty. Thus for our correct execution, we can assume that every agent has passed through that state, which will lead to the ranks being filled in the linear order 1, 2, . . . , n.
Protocol 4 Silent-Linear-State-SSR, for agent interacting with other agent // role ∈ {Settled, Unsettled, Resetting}; if role = Settled, fields are rank ∈ {1, . . . , n}, nextrank ∈ {Empty, Full}, with nextrank = Full if rank = n; if role ∈ {Unsettled, Resetting}, fields are described in Propagate-Reset and Error-Timer 1: if role = other.role = Settled then 2: if rank < other.rank then // if some agent has higher rank; all in between should be full 3: nextrank ← Full
4:
if rank = other.rank and this agent is receiver then // rank collision unsettles one agent 5: role ← Unsettled, errorcount ← cn 6: if role = Unsettled and other.role = Settled and other.nextrank = Empty then 7: role ← Settled, rank ← (other.rank + 1)
nextrank ← Empty if rank < n; otherwise Full 1: role ← Settled, rank ← 1, nextrank ← Empty Protocol 6 Error-Timer, for Unsettled agent interacting with other agent. This is intended to initiate a "reset" (via Propagate-Reset) by having some Unsettled agent detect that it participated in Ω(n log n) interactions without finding an empty rank, while using only O(n) states. // Unsettled states have fields errorcount ∈ {0, . . . , 4n}, when first setting an agent's state to Unsettled are given errorcount = 4n 1: with probability 1/ ln n, execute errorcount ← max(errorcount − 1, 0)
We can first verify that Silent-Linear-State-SSR uses Θ(n) states: there are 2n − 1 states in the Settled role, 4n + 1 states in the Unsettled role, and Θ(log 2 n) states in the Resetting role. We now outline the argument for correctness and O(n log n) expected silence time:
Proof Outline. Observe that this protocol has a unique silent configuration where a.role = Settled and a.nextrank = Full for all a ∈ A, and a.rank = b.rank for all a, b ∈ A with a = b. In other words, every rank is actually full, where denote a rank r ∈ {1, . . . , n} to be full if a.rank = r for some a ∈ A and empty otherwise. Observe that a rank can only cease to be full by using the Propagate-Reset protocol. (Note the distinction between the "ground truth" of rank r being full or empty and the potentially incorrect "knowledge" that an agent b with b.rank = r − 1 holds in its b.nextrank ∈ {Empty, Full} field.) We will prove that from any configuration, we reach this silent configuration in O(n log n) parallel time in expectation and WHP (Theorem 4.2). Below, the statements about "time" refer both to expectation and WHP.
Recall the terms triggered, dormant, computing, awakening and woke from Sec. 3.2. First we will consider how this protocol behaves starting from a partially triggered configuration. We will argue that we silence in O(n log n) expected time. Then will we argue starting from any configuration, we will become partially triggered (or silence) in O(n log n) expected time.
If we start in a partially triggered configuration, by Lemma B.2 and Lemma B.4, we will pass through awakening and then woke configurations. Because every computing agent must first execute the Reset Protocol 5, they pass through rank = 1, and we can observe by inspection of the pseudocode: Observation 4.1. In any awakening or woke configuration, the ranks are filled consecutively from 1, . . . , r max and all agents with rank r max have nextrank = Empty. (Unless r max = n, in which the configuration is silent).
We denote any agent a with a.rank = r max and a.nextrank = Empty to be a frontier agent. To analyze the time required until reaching the silent configuration, we consider E, be the count of agents who have nextrank = Empty. Observing that E is nonincreasing, and every interaction between two agents a and b with a.nextrank = b.nextrank = Empty decreases E, we can show
Then once E = 1, we are left with just one agent a with a.nextrank = Empty (i.e., a unique frontier agent). When an Unsettled agent b meets the unique frontier agent a, then by lines 7-9 of Silent-Linear-State-SSR, b will become the unique frontier agent with next highest rank. We then show (Lemma C.3) it will take O(n log n) parallel time for the maximum filled rank r max (held by the unique frontier agent) to hit n, yielding the silent configuration.
We also show that WHP, there were no "false resets" triggered by an Unsettled agent (line 2 of Error-Timer) during the above process (Lemma C.1). This completes the analysis starting from a partially triggered configuration. Now we consider cases where no agent is triggered. If at any point an Unsettled agent executes line 2 of Error-Timer, we will be in the initial configuration we analyzed above. If the configuration is not fully computing, we first wait O(log 2 n) time for all agents to leave the Resetting role. Now we remain in a fully computing configuration until another agent becomes triggered. At this point, we can make the similar arguments about the count E of agents who have nextrank = Empty, showing it will monotonically decrease to 0 within O(n log n) parallel time (Lemma C.3).
Once no more agents have nextrank = Empty, any Unsettled agent will remain Unsettled. We then show their errortimer field will hit 0 and they become triggered by line 2 of Error-Timer, within O(n log n) time WHP (Lemma C.2).
Thus WHP we move from any partially triggered configuration to the silent configuration within O(n log n) time. Also WHP we move from any other configuration to a partially triggered configuration (or a silent configuration) in O(n log n) time. Finally, WHP it will only take a constant numbers of "attempts" from the partially triggered configuration to silence, so we silence within O(n log n) time in expectation and WHP. This completes the proof that from any configuration, we reach the unique silent configuration in O(n log n) parallel time in expectation and WHP. 
Logarithmic-time, unbounded-state protocol
This section presents a protocol Log-Time-SSR that solves self-stabilizing ranking problem in time logarithmic in the population size. The protocol, given as Protocol 8 in Section 5.2 below, uses an unbounded counter field in its self-stabilizing phase clock (Protocol 7).
Intuition. Log-Time-SSR self-stabilizes in O(log n) parallel time with high probability and in expectation. The basic idea is common to many leader-election strategies (assuming a correct initialization): randomly generate names (integer IDs assigned to name) from the set Q = {1, . . . , n 3 } (so that the collision probability is O(1/n)), propagate names in O(log n) time by epidemic and assign ranks rank from 1 to n to every agent according to the lexicographic order position of their (rank, name) pairs. The essential challenge of self-stabilization is that agents may falsely believe a smaller name exists, so no agent takes rank 1. (In SSLE this prevents a leader from being created.)
Any SSLE protocol (thus also any SSR protocol) must know the exact number of agents n [16] . Log-Time-SSR uses n in the following way. Agents store a set Met ⊆ {1, ..., n} × Q of all the (rank, name) pairs that they believe exist, taking pairwise unions in each transition to propagate the population-wide union in time O(log n). To handle the case where two agents share a name, without waiting Θ(n) time for them to interact directly (like in Silent-Linear-Time-SSR), agents set a countdown of Θ(log n) time to wait for the current renaming to complete, then repeat renaming, forever. (In other words they do not attempt to detect collisions, instead assuming they could always be present.) To aid synchronization, each renaming is labeled with a unique integer phase that increases over time, hence the unbounded state set. This synchronization mechanism is ensured by the Phase-Clock protocol-Protocol 7 in Section 5.1. At each interaction, Phase-Clock is invoked by the Log-Time-SSR protocol to update the phase counters of the two interacting agents.
Phase clock
We now describe the Phase-Clock protocol, which is used by the Log-Time-SSR protocol. Its job is to construct a sequence of approximately synchronized distinct phases that are neither too short (Lemma D.4) nor too long (Lemma D.5).
Whenever an agent a moves to a new phase, it restarts a counter a.countdown to C max = 24 ln n (lines 4 and 6). It is decremented then at every interaction (line 2) and an agent moves to the next phase whenever the counter reaches zero (line 3). But an agent can also advance its phase before that, to catch up with a phase of another agent it interacts with (line 5).
Protocol 7 Phase-Clock, for this agent interacting with other agent // fields are phase ∈ N, countdown ∈ {0, 1, ..., C max } 1: if phase = other.phase then 2: countdown ← countdown − 1 3: if countdown = 0 then 4: phase ← phase + 1, countdown ← C max 5: else if phase < other.phase then 6: phase ← other.phase, countdown ← C max
Logarithmic-time protocol
We now describe Log-Time-SSR, given as Protocol 8. The protocol, as well as our proofs, use the Phase-Clock protocol from the previous subsection. In particular, line 2 of Log-Time-SSR executes one interaction of the Phase-Clock protocol at the start of every interaction of the Log-Time-SSR protocol. From the point of view of Protocol 8, this invocation only updates the read-only (for Log-Time-SSR) field phase.
Protocol 8 Log-Time-SSR, for this agent interacting with other agent // fields: rank ∈ {1, . . . , n}, name ∈ Q (where Q = {1, . . . , n 3 }), Met ⊆ {1, . . . , n} × Q and fields of Phase-Clock 1: prev phase ← phase 2: execute Phase-Clock 3: if prev phase = phase then // calculate rank and rename when switching to new phase 4: if |Met| = n then 5: rank ← order of (rank, name) in a lexicographic ordering of Met
6:
name ← uniformly chosen from Q
7:
Met ← {(rank, name)} 8: else phase = other.phase
9:
Met ← Met ∪ other.Met Theorem 5.1. Log-Time-SSR solves self-stabilizing ranking with O(log n) parallel stabilization time, in expectation and with probability 1 − O(1/n).
The logarithmic time bound for Log-Time-SSR of Theorem 5.1 is tight for any protocol solving the self-stabilizing leader election problem. From a configuration where all agents are leaders, all but one agent must necessarily interact to get to one leader, so a standard coupon collector argument gives the following time lower bound.
Observation 5.2. Any SSLE protocol has Ω(log n) expected parallel stabilization time.
Perspectives
High-probability protocols. Every self-stabilizing leader election protocol requires knowledge of the exact population size n, but this assumes the protocol must elect a leader with probability 1. What if a small probability of error is allowed? Perhaps the state complexity can be reduced, potentially even to O(1) states, known to be possible when states can be initialized [28] .
Time/space tradeoffs. It is open to find a O(n)-time, O(n)-state silent protocol or a boundedspace o(n)-time non-silent protocol. Notice that our only sublinear time protocol (Log-Time-SSR) uses an unbounded number of states, but our straightforward attempts to make the state space bounded resulted in incorrectness. Observation 2.1 states that any sublinear time SSLE protocol is not silent; Log-Time-SSR is non-silent because it perpetually renames agents attempting to detect duplicate or missing leaders. A straightforward attempt to this perpetual renaming with bounded states would cycle the phase numbers rather than letting them increment forever. However, this leads to instability in Log-Time-SSR since it allows ghost names: some agent a could have a Met set containing a name r in phase p, then fail to interact until all the other agents cycle back to phase p, having generated new names all larger than r, at which point a propagates the (ghost) name r, causing the leader to mistakenly drop out. We conjecture that any protocol solving SSLE in sublinear time must use unbounded states.
Faster reset. Propagate-Reset gives a general-purpose way to reset a population upon detecting a fault (following a know method in self-stabilization [1, 7] ). Our analysis showed this process takes O(log 2 n) time to complete. However, we conjecture 9 the true completion time could become O(log n). It would be important to prove this sharper bound, as Propagate-Reset may be a key subroutine in future more time-efficient self-stabilizing protocols.
Ranking vs. leader election. It is clear that ranking implies leader election, but the converse does not hold. In the initialized case where we can specify an initial state for each agent, it is possible to elect a leader without ranking using the single transition ℓ, ℓ → ℓ, f (using too few states for the ranking problem even to be definable). Though any self-stabilizing protocol for leader election must use at least n states (see above), but it is not the case that any SSLE protocol implicitly solves the ranking problem. (See Observation A.1.) It would be interesting to discover a SSLE algorithm that is more efficient than our examples because it does not also solve ranking.
Finally, it is an open question whether there is a (non-silent) SSLE protocol necessarily passes through a configuration where all agents have different states.
A Proofs for Section 2 (Preliminaries)
Pseudocode conventions. We describe states of agents by several fields, using fixed-width font to refer to a field such as field. As a convention, we denote by a.field(t), when used outside of pseudocode, the value of field in agent a at the end of the t th interaction, omitting "a." and/or "(t)" when the agent and/or interaction is clear from context. Constant values are displayed in a sans serif front such as Yes/No. When two agents interact, we describe their update with pseudocode that each of the two agents executes independently. The agent updating its own state ("this/self " to use C++/Java/Python conventions) is generally not given a name, so field is a shorthand for this.field. The notation other.field refers to a field field of the other agent, with the value of other.field assumed to be before the interaction started. By contrast, if a field of the "this" agent is read after being assigned, the latest assigned value is used. 10 
In each interaction, one agent is randomly chosen by the scheduler to be the "sender" and the other the "receiver". Most interactions are symmetric, so we do not explicitly label a receiver and sender unless an asymmetric interaction is required.
A special type of field is called a role, used in some of our protocols to optimize space usage and limit the types of states accessible to an adversarial initial condition. If an agent has several fields each from a certain set, then that agent's potential set of states is the cross product of all the sets for each field, i.e., adding a field from a set of size k multiplies the number of states by k. A role is used to partition the state space: different roles correspond to different sets of fields, so switching roles amounts to deleting the fields from the previous role. Thus the total number of states is obtained by adding the number of states in each role.
Observation A.1. There is a silent SSLE protocol whose states cannot be assigned ranks such that it also solves the SSR problem.
Proof. The following protocol solves silent SSLE for a population size n = 3. (Note the construction of [16] would give a strictly better protocol, the purpose of this construction is just to show an example solving SSLE without solving ranking).
The state set is S = {l} ∪ F , where F = {f 0 , f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 }. There will be exactly 5 silent configurations of the three agents: {l,
words, a leader l and two distinct followers f i , f j with |i − j| ≡ 1 mod 5).
This can be easily accomplish by adding transitions from (s, s) (for all states s ∈ S) and from (f i , f j ) (for all f i , f j ∈ F with |i − j| ≡ 1 mod 5) to a uniform random pair of states (a, b) ∈ S × S. It is easily observed that starting from any configuration of 3 agents, this protocol must stabilize to one of the 5 silent configurations above, and thus solves SSLE.
However, there is no way to consistently assign the ranks 1, 2, 3 to the states in the silent configurations. If WLOG we denote l to be rank 1, then we must assign ranks 2 or 3 to each state in F . But since |F | is odd, every such assignment places two states f i , f j in the same rank where |i − j| ≡ 1 mod 5. Since {l, f i , f j } is a silent configuration that is incorrectly ranked, we have a contradiction.
Observation 2.1. Any silent SSLE protocol has Ω(n) expected parallel convergence time and for any α > 0, probability ≥ Proof. Let C be a silent configuration with a single agent in a leader state ℓ. Let C ′ be the configuration obtained by picking any non-leader agent in C and setting its state also to ℓ. Since C is silent and the states in C ′ are a subset of those in C, no state in C ′ other than ℓ can interact nontrivially with ℓ. So the two ℓ's in C ′ must interact to reduce the count of ℓ. The number of interactions for this to happen is geometric with P[success] = 1/ n 2 = 2 n(n−1) < 3/n 2 , so expected time ≥ n/3 and for any α > 0, at least αn 2 ln n interactions (αn ln n time) are required with probability at least 1 − 3/n 2 αn 2 ln n ≥ 1 2 e −3α ln n = 1 2 n −3α .
Mocquard, Sericola, Robert, and Anceaume [34] gave an in-depth analysis of this two-way epidemic process. This analysis gives upper bounds for many processes in our protocols. In any process where some field value is propagated this way, in addition to other transitions or initial conditions with more than one infected agent, which may speed up the propagation but cannot hinder it, we denote that process a superepidemic. The number of interactions X to spread to the whole population is clearly stochastically dominated by T n . 11 Consequently, we state the results below for normal epidemics, but use them to reason about superepidemics.
The next lemma uses results of [34] to prove a simplified upper tail bound.
Lemma A.2 [34] . Starting from a population of size n with a single infected agent, let T n be the number of interactions until a.infected = True for all a ∈ A. Then E[T n ] = (n − 1)H n−1 ∼ n ln n, and for n ≥ 8 and δ ≥ 0,
Proof. From [34] we have E[T n ] = (n − 1)H n−1 ∼ n ln n. Also from [34] , for any n ≥ 3 and c ≥ 1, we have large deviation bound
Now observe that
n−1 n H n−1 > ln n + 0.189 for all n ≥ 8. Then
Now we observe that H n−1 < 1.25 ln n for all n ≥ 8 and ce −0.378c < 1 for all c ≥ 1. These inequalities give
taking c = 1 + δ. 11 We note that this sort of process, which is stochastically dominated by a "pure epidemic", is generally the sort of process studied in most population protocols papers that use the term epidemic. Proof. Observe that E[T n ] = (n − 1)H n−1 < 1.2n ln n for all n ≥ 2. Then E[T n ] < 1.2n ln n. Also 3n ln n > 2.5E[T n ], so by the upper tail bound of Lemma A.2, we have
since n > 2.5 ln n for all n ≥ 2.
We now consider a variation called the roll call process, where every agent starts with a set containing a single entry: their unique ID. The agents update with set ← (set ∪ other.set). Let R n be the number of interactions to reach the terminal configuration where a.set contains all n IDs for every a ∈ A.
Again, we will consider processes that are stochastically dominated by R n . We can view the roll call process as the spreading of n epidemics in parallel. Note that the roll call process as described takes exponential states, but it also gives an upper bound for any constant number of epidemics spreading in parallel. We find that asymptotically R n is 1.5 times larger than T n .
Lemma A.4. Let R n be the number of interactions for the roll call process to complete. Then
Proof. Notice that in the roll call process, each individual ID spreads as a two-way epidemic. Thus we have n epidemic processes happening in parallel; however they are not independent.
We start by observing a lower bound for E[R n ]. First it is necessary for every agent to have an interaction. Let E 1 be the expected number of interactions for every agent to interact. This is a coupon collector process where we select two agents (coupons) at each step. It follows from a standard coupon collector analysis that E 1 ∼ 1 2 n ln n. It is then necessary for the last agent to be picked to spread their ID to the whole population. Let E 2 be the expected number of interactions for this ID to spread to the whole population, starting from this agent's first interaction. This is a standard epidemic process (starting with two infected agents, which is an asymptotically negligible difference), so by Lemma A.2 E 2 ∼ n ln n interactions. Then E[R n ] ≥ E 1 + E 2 ∼ 1.5n ln n. (Note that the entire process may still be incomplete by this point.)
Now we can get an upper tail bound on R n by considering it as the maximum of n (non independent) epidemic processes. Taking the union bound with Lemma A.2 gives
and then taking δ = 1 2 + u for u > 0 we have
Now since R n ≥ 0 we can compute E[R n ] as
Thus we have E[R n ] ∼ 1.5n ln n. The observation that P[R n > 3n ln n] < 1 n then follows immediately from the same union bound and Corollary A.3.
The next lemma states that all agents probably have Θ(log n) interactions in a time interval of length Θ(log n).
Lemma A.5. For any c ≥ 3, the probabilities that during an interval of cn ln n interactions either any agent participates in more than 4c ln n interactions or that any agent participates in less than 0.4c ln n interactions are each at most 1/n.
Proof. We use the following Chernoff bound [32] . Let X 1 , . . . , X m be i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with P[
Fix one agent. In each interaction the probability is p = n−1
n that this agent is picked to interact. Let X i = 1 if the agent is picked in the i th interaction and 0 otherwise. In m = cn ln n interactions, X = m i=1 X i is the number of interactions the agent has participated in, and µ = E[X] = cn ln n · 2 n = 2c ln n. Let δ = 3/c ≤ 1, so (1 + δ)µ = 2c(1 + 3/c) ln n. Then by the Chernoff bound, we have P[X ≥ (1 + δ)µ] ≤ e −µδ 2 /3 = e −2c ln(n)·3/c/3 = n −2 . By the union bound over all n agents, the probability that any agent exceeds 2c(1 + 3/c) ln n interactions is at most 1/n.
Then since c ≥ 3, (1 + 3/c) ≤ 2, so the probability that any agent exceeds 4c ln n interactions is also at most 1/n.
To see the lower bound, let δ = 2/c < 1, so (1 − δ)µ = 2c(1 − 2/c) ln n. The Chernoff bound gives that P[X ≤ (1 − δ)µ] ≤ e −µδ 2 /2 = e −(2c ln n)2/c/2 = n −2 . By the union bound over all n agents, the probability that any agent takes fewer than 2c(1 − 2/c) ln n interactions is at most 1/n.
Then since c ≥ 3, 1 − 2/c > 0.2, so the probability that any agent takes fewer than 0.4c ln n is at most 1/n. Corollary A.6. The probabilities that during an interval of 3n ln n interactions either any agent participates in more than 12 ln n interactions or that any agent participates in less than ln n interactions are each at most 1/n.
Proof. Take c = 3 in Lemma A.5, and note that ln n interactions are fewer than 1.2 ln n. Proof. For silence of the protocol, it suffices to note that any correctly ranked configuration in which all Met sets have cardinality n are silent. By Lemmas B.5, B.6, and B.7, we reach a fully computing non-ghostly non-colliding configuration or a partially triggered configuration in O(n 2 ) interactions with constant probability. Starting from a partially triggered configuration, by Lemmas B.2, B.3, B.4, and B.5, we reach a woke configuration in Θ(n log 2 n) interactions with probability 1 − O(1/n). By Lemma B.8, in both cases, we hence reach with constant probability a non-ghostly noncolliding fully computing configuration in O(n 2 ) interactions starting from an arbitrary configuration. In particular, we reach such a configuration in O(n 2 ) expected interactions. Starting from such a configuration, by Lemma B.9, we reach a correctly ranked silent configuration.
For the high probability bound, use the second part of Lemma B.7 in the first step, the high probability bound from Lemma B.8, and the second part of Lemma B.9 in the above proof of the expected time bound. Lemma B.2. Starting from a partially triggered configuration, we reach a fully propagating configuration after at most 4n ln n interactions with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
B.1 Formal time analysis of Propagate-Reset
Proof. Noting that resetcount is a propagating variable [38] , we can use the same proof as [38, Corollary 8] .
Lemma B.3. Starting from a fully propagating configuration, we reach a fully dormant configuration after at most 180n ln
2 n interactions with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. For every k ∈ {0, . . . , R max }, define
The number of interactions until no agent has resetcount > 0 is equal to T 0 . Since T Rmax = 0, we have the decomposition
We will show that the probability that T k−1 − T k > 3n ln n is at most O(1/n 2 ). This then concludes the proof of the lemma by an application of the union bound while noting R max ·3n ln n = 180n ln 2 n.
So assume that we start in a configuration with no agent having resetcount > k. If there are no Resetting agents, then T k−1 = T k and the claim is trivially true. Otherwise, define the sets
for every t ∈ N 0 . The sets X t form a superepidemic sequence with X 0 = ∅. If X t = A, then T k−1 ≤ t + 1. By Corollary A.3, the probability that the superepidemic finishes in more than 3n ln n interactions is at most O(1/n 2 ). Thus, the probability that T k−1 − T k > 3n ln n is at most O(1/n 2 ) as well.
Lemma B.4. Starting from a fully propagating configuration, we reach a fully dormant configuration before a partially computing configuration with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. By Lemma B.3, we reach a fully dormant configuration after at most 180n ln 2 n interactions with probability at least 1 − O(1/n). Choosing c = 180 ln n in Lemma A.5, we see that during these next cn ln n = 180n ln 2 n interactions, no agent participates in more than 4c ln n = 720n ln n = D max interactions, also with probability at least 1 − O(1/n). Since delaytimer decreases by at most one in every interaction, the lemma follows.
Lemma B.5. Starting from any configuration, if agents' roles are not changed outside of the
Propagate-Reset protocol, we reach a fully computing configuration after at most 720n ln 2 n interactions with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. By Lemma B.3, no agent has resetcount > 0 after 180n ln 2 n interactions with probability at least 1 − O(1/n). Then, since delaytimer decreases by one in any interaction of a Resetting with resetcount = 0, an application of Lemma A.2 with c = 540 ln n shows that all agents participated in at least 540 ln 2 = D max interactions in the following cn ln n = 540n ln 2 n global interactions with probability at least 1−O(1/n). But this means that all initially Resetting agents changed their role by executing Reset after at most 180n ln 2 n + 540n ln 2 n = 720n ln 2 n interactions with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
B.2 Formal time analysis of Silent-Linear-Time-SSR
We say a configuration is ghostly if some Met set contains a ghost name, i.e., if
Call a configuration colliding if there is a name conflict, i.e., if a.name = b.name for some a, b ∈ A with a = b. Call a configuration resetting if it includes a Resetting agent.
Lemma B.6. Starting from a ghostly configuration, we reach a resetting configuration after at most 3n ln n interactions with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. By line 5 of Silent-Linear-Time-SSR, some agent is Resetting at the latest after a roll call process of the Met sets. Lemma A.4 shows that this process completes in at most 3n ln n interactions with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
Lemma B.7. Starting from a colliding configuration, we reach a resetting configuration after at most n 2 interactions with probability at least 1/2. Moreover, we reach a resetting configuration after at most n 2 ln n interactions with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. By line 5 of Silent-Linear-Time-SSR, some agent is Resetting at the latest after two agents with the same initial names interact. This happens with probability at least 1/ n 2 ≥ 1/n 2 in any given interaction. The probability that no two agents with the same name meet in n 2 interactions is hence upper-bounded by (1 − 1/n 2 ) n 2 ≤ e −n 2 /n 2 = 1/e ≤ 1/2. To prove the second part of the lemma, note that the probability that no two agents with the same name meet in n 2 ln n interactions is upper-bounded by (1 − 1/n 2 ) n 2 ln n ≤ e −n 2 ln n/n 2 = 1/n. Lemma B.8. Woke configurations are not ghostly. Moreover, any woke configuration that follows a fully dormant configuration is not colliding with probability at least 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. All agents execute Reset exactly between after a fully dormant configuration and the woke configuration.
Since Reset sets the Met set of an agent to contain only its own name and there are no triggered configurations in between, by induction, all Met sets of awaking configurations only contain names of agents. Thus, awaking, and in particular, woke configurations are not ghostly.
The probability that a.name = b.name for two different agents a and b in a woke configuration after executing Reset is equal to 1/|Q| = 1/n 3 . Thus, by the union bound, the probability that there is a pair (a, b) of different agents such that a.name = b.name is at most n 2 /n 3 = 1/n.
Lemma B.9. Starting from a fully computing configuration that is neither ghostly nor colliding, all
Met sets have cardinality n after O(n log n) interactions in expectation and after 3n ln n interactions with probability 1 − O(1/n). Note from a woke configuration, we do not want any agents to trigger a reset. We now show that WHP no agent will become triggered:
Lemma C.1. Starting from a fully dormant configuration, no agent becomes triggered with probability at least
Proof. By definition, every configuration we pass through starting from a fully dormant configuration before an agent becomes triggered is awakening or woke. By Observation 4.1, these configurations all have at least one agent with rank = r max and nextrank = Empty. Thus at all times there is an Unsettled agent a, there is some agent b with nextrank = Empty. Now because we are in an awakening or woke configuration (and Reset sets agents to Settled), any Unsettled agent must start with errorcount = 4n. Now we consider the probability that an Unsettled agent a becomes triggered by reaching errorcount = 0. In other words, that agent must have enough interactions to bring errorcount to 0 before finding the agent with nextrank = Empty.
First we show it is probability O(1/n 3 ) for a to take more than its next 3n ln n interactions to find the agent with nextrank = Empty. Since there is at least 1 agent with nextrank = Empty, the probability that a does not find such an agent in a given interaction is at most n−2 n−1 . Then the probability P that a has 3n ln n interactions before becoming settled is at most
We claim that it is probability e −n/9 for a to set errorcount to 0 within less than 3n ln n interactions. To do so it must execute line 1 (which happens with independent probability 1/ ln n) 4n times in these 3n ln n interactions.
We use the following Chernoff bound [32] . Let X 1 , . . . , X m be i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with P[X i = 1] = p = 1/ ln n, where X i is the indicator for agent a executing line 1 in its ith interaction since becoming Unsettled (with m = 3n ln n). Let X = m i=1 X i , so we wish to bound
This completes the claim that it is probability e −n/9 for a to set errorcount to 0 within less than 3n ln n interactions. Thus the probability that a becomes triggered before becoming settled is O(1/n 3 ). We claim that there are O(n 2 ) possible times an agent becomes unsettled without a triggering event. This is because each time an agent becomes Settled, it "moves a nextrank = Empty field forward by one rank": it sets the nextrank field of the already-settled agent to Full and sets its own to Empty (lines 8 and 9). So we can think of the nextrank = Empty fields as ≤ n "tokens" that move forward one rank whenever an agent goes from Unsettled to Settled. Thus the total number of cycles an agent can follow from Settled to Unsettled and back is O(n 2 ). This completes the claim that there are O(n 2 ) possible times an agent becomes unsettled without a triggering event.
Since there is O(1/n 3 ) probability for a newly unsettled agent to become triggered before becoming settled, by the union bound over the O(n 2 ) possible times an agent can be newly unsettled, the probability for any agent to become triggered is O(1/n).
Lemma C.2. In a fully-computing non-silent configuration, if no agent has nextrank = Empty, in O(n log n) time (in expectation and WHP) some agent will become triggered.
Proof. If there are no Unsettled agents, then all agents are settled, so if the configuration is not silent, there is a rank collision, which takes expected time O(n) to discover by line 4 of Silent-LinearState-SSR, creating Unsettled agents. Since no agent has nextrank = Empty, every Unsettled agent stays unsettled. Fix one of those agents a. By Lemma A.5 with c = 20n, with probability at least 1 − 1/n, in 20n 2 ln n interactions, a has at least 0.4 · 20n ln n = 8n ln n interactions. On each of these interactions it has probability 1/ ln n to decrement errortimer. Thus the number of errortimer decrements is bounded below by a binomial random variable B with N = 8n ln n flips and p = P[success] = 1/ ln n, with expected value µ = 8n. By the Chernoff bound with δ = 1 2 , P[B ≤ (1 − δ)µ] ≤ e −δ 2 µ/2 = e −n . By the union bound, we have probability at least 1 − (e −n + 1/n) ≥ 1 − 2/n for a to have at least 8n ln n interactions and have at least 4n of them decrement errortimer, triggering a reset. To show the desired expected time, note this occurs with probability at least 1/2 in an interval of 20n 2 ln n interactions, we have at most 2 expected intervals of this length before triggering, i.e., at most 40n ln n expected parallel time.
Lemma C.3. In a fully-computing configuration in which at least one Settled agent has nextrank = Empty, in O(n log n) time (in expectation and WHP) either some agent will become triggered or the configuration will become silent.
Proof. Below, the stated expected time calculations are for either that event to happen or for an agent to be triggered, so we assume in the analysis (unless stated otherwise) that no triggering occurs and the configuration remains fully computing.
Let E t be a random variable denoting the number of Settled agents with nextrank = Empty after the t'th interaction, writing E if t is clear from context. Assuming every agent is computing, it is clear by inspection of the protocol that E t is nonincreasing.
We first claim that E hits 1 after O(n 2 ) interactions in expectation and after O(n 2 log n) interactions WHP. Observe that any interaction between Settled agents with nextrank = Empty will decrease E (either by line 3 or line 5 of Silent-Linear-State-SSR). Then when E t ≥ 2, there are at least Et 2 interactions that cause E t+1 < E t . Thus, since E t is nonincreasing and starts at at most n, the time for E to hit 1 is stochastically dominated by a sum X = n i=2 G i of independent geometric random variables G 2 , . . . , G n , with
Then by Theorem 2.1 from [27] , we have P[X ≥ λµ] ≤ e −p * µ(λ−1−ln λ) for any λ ≥ 1, where p * = 1/ n 2 is the minimum success probability of any G i , and µ = E[X] = n(n − 1)(1 − 1/n) < n 2 . Taking λ = 4 ln n we get
This completes the claim that E hits 1 after O(n 2 ) interactions in expectation and after O(n 2 log n) interactions WHP.
Once E = 1, there is a unique agent with nextrank = Empty (the frontier agent). If that agent a interacts with an Unsettled agent b, then b becomes the unique frontier agent with nextrank = Empty and rank = a.rank + 1. Note that no other ranks can become filled now except by this process.
In the case where the frontier agent rank is not the max filled rank (which only happens from an adversarial initial condition), we wait O(n) expected time for the interaction between the frontier agent and the agent with max filled rank (or for the frontier agent rank to "catch up" to this max filled rank). Now we have a configuration with a single frontier agent who holds the max rank.
At this point, we wait for any remaining rank collisions to happen (notice that because the unique frontier is the maximum possible rank, no future rank collisions can be created). Now we reach a configuration where every rank is occupied by at most 1 agent, and the maximum rank is occupied by the frontier agent with nextrank = Empty. Let r max be this maximum rank. Then there must be at least i = n − r max Unsettled agents by a pigeonhole argument.
We now claim that E hits 0 after O(n 2 log n) interactions (in expectation and WHP). Every interaction between the unique frontier agent with and an Unsettled agent decrements the number of Unsettled agents. When the number of Unsettled is i, the next interaction has probability i/ n 2 of being such an interaction. Since the count i clearly must be less than n, the time for E to hit 0 is stochastically dominated by a sum X = n i=1 G i of independent geometric random variables
Again we use Theorem 2.1 from [27] , where again p * = 1/ n 2 , and now µ = n 2 H n < n 2 ln n. Then taking λ = 6 we get
≤ e −Hn(6 ln n−1−ln(6 ln n)) ≤ e −3 ln n = 1/n 3 .
This completes the claim that E hits 0 after O(n 2 log n) interactions, in expectation and WHP. If we are not in a silent configuration now, then we are in the configuration described in Lemma C.2, which shows that some agent will trigger in O(n log n) time. Proof. First, starting from a partially-computing configuration, the protocol reaches either the fully-computing configuration or the partially-triggered configuration in O(log 2 n) parallel time (by Lemma B.5).
Then, by combining Lemma C.2 and Lemma C.3, we know that starting from a fully-computing configuration, the protocol reaches either the silent configuration or the partially-triggered configuration in O(n log n) time. Then, by combining Lemma B.2 and Lemma B.3, we know that starting from a partially-triggered configuration, it takes at most O(log 2 n) time to reach the fully-dormant configuration. In addition, Lemma C.1, Observation 4.1, and Lemma C.3 tell that starting from a fully-dormant configuration, the protocol reaches the silent configuration in O(n log n) parallel time. Thus, we can conclude that from any configuration, the Silent-Linear-State-SSR protocol solves self-stabilizing ranking in O(n log n) parallel time, in expectation and with probability 1 − O(1/n).
D Proofs for Section 5 (Logarithmic-time, unbounded-state protocol)
By inspection of the protocol, the phase number of a single agent cannot decrease:
Lemma D.1. The relation t 1 ≤ t 2 implies a.phase(t 1 ) ≤ a.phase(t 2 ) for every agent a ∈ A.
Proof. The field a.phase is only changed in code lines 4 and 6. Code line 4 obviously increases a.phase. Code line 6 increases a.phase because of the precondition in code line 5.
For the time analysis of the Phase-Clock protocol, we introduce some notation. Let T first (φ) be the minimum t such that ∃a ∈ A : a.phase(t) ≥ φ. Let T all (φ) be the minimum t such that ∀a ∈ A : a.phase(t) ≥ φ. Let Φ be the maximum initial phase number of agents, i.e., Φ = max a∈A a.phase(0).
By the phase catch-up rule in code lines 5-6, the maximum phase number spreads in the population as an epidemic process. This is why we can logarithmically bound the maximum time difference between T first (φ) and T all (φ) for every phase φ. This is done in the next lemma.
Proof. Let φ ∈ N and define the sets X t = {a ∈ A | a.phase(t) ≥ φ} for all t ∈ N 0 . This process is superepidemic by code lines 4 and 5-6, which are the only places that the field a.phase is changed. The statement now follows from Corollary A.3 after noting that X T first (φ) = ∅ and that X t = A whenever t < T all (φ).
The upper bound from the previous lemma allows us to lower-bound the values of the countdown fields of agents at time T all (φ), i.e., when all agents have entered phase φ. The crucial point in the proof of the next lemma is to note that a.countdown is only decremented when agent a participates in an interaction. Then we use the upper bound from Lemma A.5 on the number of local interactions of agent a during the logarithmic time needed for the phase number to spread. Lemma D.3. Let φ > Φ. The probability of the event ∀a ∈ A : a.phase T all (φ) = φ ∧ a.countdown T all (φ) ≥ C max − 12 ln n = 12 ln n is at least 1 − 2/n.
Proof. Let a ∈ A be any agent. Denote by t a the earliest interaction such that a.phase(t a ) ≥ φ. We have a.countdown(t a ) = C max by code line 4 and 6 since φ > Φ and there is no other way to increment the field a.phase. For all agents a and all τ with t a ≤ τ < T first (φ + 1), if agent a participates in at most k interactions in the time interval t a + 1, . . . , τ , then a.countdown(τ ) ≥ C max −k by code line 2 since a.countdown(t a ) = C max and a.countdown(t+1) = a.countdown(t)−1 if a participates in the t th interaction.
By Lemma D.2 and Corollary A.6, the number of interactions that any agent participates in during the interval T first (φ), . . . , T all (φ) − 1 is at most 12 ln n with probability at least 1 − 2/n. By the above, this implies that we have a.countdown(τ ) ≥ C max − 12 ln n for all a ∈ A and all t a ≤ τ ≤ T all (φ). But then we also have a.phase T all (φ) = φ by the condition for phase advancement in code line 3. This concludes the proof.
This lower bound on the counter values is now used to lower-bound the duration of phase φ. More specifically, with this, we are able to logarithmically lower-bound the time that all agents synchronously remain in phase φ. This will leave the Log-Time-SSR protocol enough time to elect a unique leader in a single phase with high probability.
Lemma D.4. Let φ > Φ. The probability that T first (φ + 1) − T all (φ) ≥ 3n ln n is at least 1 − 3/n.
Proof. The lemma follows from another application of Lemma A.5 to the interval T all (φ)+1, . . . , T all (φ)+ ⌊3n ln n⌋ starting from the event described in Lemma D.3.
On the other hand, we can also prove a logarithmic upper bound on the time needed for one phase. Its proof is based on the lower bound on the number of local interactions by an agent in Lemma A.5. This guarantees that the stabilization time of the Log-Time-SSR protocol is not strictly dominated by the time needed to finish one phase.
Lemma D.5. Let φ ∈ N. The probability that T first (φ + 1) − T first (φ) ≤ 18n ln n is larger than 1 − 1/n.
Proof. We prove the stronger claim that the probability of the event T first (φ + 1) − t ≤ 18n ln n is larger than 1 − 1/n for any time t with T first (φ) ≤ t < T first (φ + 1). (The claim is trivial if
For any such t, there exists an agent a ∈ A with a.phase(t) = φ. By code lines 1-3 and 5-6, agent a has exited phase φ after having participated in at least C max = 24 ln n interactions from time t on. In other words, T first (φ+1) ≤ t ′ where t ′ is the earliest time such that agent a participated in at least 24 ln n interactions in the time interval t + 1, t + 2, . . . t ′ . Applying Lemma A.5 with c = 18 shows that the event t ′ ≤ t + 18n ln n has a probability larger than 1 − 1/n. But, in this event, T first (φ + 1) − t ≤ t ′ − t ≤ 18n ln n. This proves the lemma.
Lemma D.6. Let φ ∈ N. The probability that T all (φ + 1) − T all (φ) ≤ 21n ln n is larger than 1 − 2/n. When n ≥ 4, the expected value E [T all (φ + 1) − T all (φ)] is at most 42n ln n.
Proof. As
, combining Lemma D.2 and Lemma D.5, the probability that T all (φ+1)−T all (φ) ≤ 21n ln n is larger than 1 − 2/n.
To prove the bound on the expected value, we use the law of total expectation. Specifically, it shows that
which is smaller or equal to 42n ln n when n ≥ 4.
The first main step of the proof is to show that when all agents are in the same phase φ, which is larger than Φ (defined in Section 5.1), no ghost names exist. A ghost name is one that appears in the set a.Met of some agent a, but no agent exists with this name in the current phase.
The next lemma starts by showing that every agent does not change its name during every phase, since new names are chosen only when switching phases.
Lemma D.7. For every agent a ∈ A there exist a function q a : N → Q and a function r a : N → {1, ..., n} such that a.phase(t) = φ implies a.name(t) = q a (φ) and a.rank(t) = r a (φ) for every time t.
Proof. Denote by t a (φ) the earliest time such that a.phase(t) ≥ φ. Define the function q a by q a (φ) = a.name t a (φ) and the function r a by r a (φ) = a.rank t a (φ) . Let φ ∈ N. We show the claimed implication by induction on t. The implication is trivial if t < t a (φ) or if t ≥ t a (φ + 1). So we can assume that t a (φ) ≤ t < t a (φ + 1).
The base case t = t a (φ) is exactly the definition of q a (φ) and r a (φ). For the induction step, assume that a.phase(t − 1) = φ, a.name(t − 1) = q a (φ), a.rank(t − 1) = r a (φ) and t < t a (φ + 1). Then a.phase(t) = φ by the definition of t a (φ + 1). But this means that code lines 3-7 of Log-Time-SSR do not get executed by agent a at time t due to the update rule of a.prev phase in code line 1. The claims a.name(t) = a.name(t − 1) = q a (φ) and a.rank(t) = a.rank(t − 1) = r a (φ) now follow from the induction hypothesis and the fact that a.name only ever gets changed in code line 6 and a.rank only gets changed in code line 5.
In the sequel, we fix some choice of functions q a that satisfy Lemma D.7. The following lemma shows that ghost names cannot exist in any phase larger than Φ. Its proof uses the fact that agents start a phase with their own name in their set Met by code line 7, and that the Met sets get merged with other Met sets from the same phase in code line 9.
Lemma D.8. Let φ > Φ and T all (φ) ≤ t < T first (φ + 1). Then, for all q ∈ Q, all r ∈ {1, ..., n} and all a ∈ A, the relation (r, q) ∈ a.Met(t) implies the existence of some a ′ ∈ A such that a ′ .name(t) = q and a ′ .rank(t) = r.
Proof. For every agent a, denote by t a (φ) the earliest time such that a.phase t a (φ) = φ. It is T first (φ) ≤ t a (φ) ≤ T all (φ). We show by induction on t the stronger statement that ∀a ∈ A : t a (φ) ≤ t < t a (φ + 1) =⇒ a.Met(t) ⊆ (r a ′ (φ), q a ′ (φ)) | a ′ ∈ A
for every time t ∈ N 0 . The base case t = 0 trivially follows from the fact that t a (φ) > 0 for all a ∈ A because φ > Φ. For the induction step, assume that (1) holds for t − 1 ≥ 0 instead of t. Let a ∈ A. We distinguish the following three cases:
1. If t < t a (φ) or t ≥ t a (φ + 1), then (1) trivially holds.
2. If t = t a (φ), then claim follows from code line 7. In fact, it implies that a.Met(t) = {(a.rank(t), a.name(t))} = {(r a (φ), q a (φ))}. In particular, (1) holds in this case.
3. If t a (φ) < t < t a (φ + 1), then agent a does not execute code lines 3-7 at time t. The only other possibility to change a.Met is in code line 9, which sets it to a.Met(t) = a.Met(t − 1) ∪ a ′ .Met(t − 1)
if t a ′ (φ) < t < t a ′ (φ + 1). By the induction hypothesis, we have a.Met(t − 1) ∪ a ′ .Met(t − 1) ⊆ (r a ′ (φ), q a ′ (φ)) | a ′ ∈ A , and thus (1) holds also in this case.
A standard analysis of the collision probability of uniformly chosen objects shows that the agents' names in each phase are all different with high probability: Lemma D.9. Let φ > Φ. The probability that all q a (φ) with a ∈ A are unique is ≥ 1/n.
Proof. By the uniform choice in code lines 6, we have P q a (φ) = q a ′ (φ) ≤ 1 n 3
for all a, a ′ ∈ A with a = a ′ . With the union bound, this implies P ∃a, a ′ ∈ A : a = a ′ ∧ q a (φ) = q a ′ (φ) ≤ n 2 n 3 ≤ n 2 n 3 = 1 n .
Corollary A.3 and D.4 reveal that, with high probability, phases are long enough for all names to be spread in the population. Combined with Lemma D.9, this means that the test in code line 4 returns true with high probability at every agent at some point in the phase. But then, since names and ranks remain constant in a phase (Lemma D.7), this means that when code line 5 gets executed at the different agents, they all agree on the set Met, and thus on the lexicographic order of the (rank, name) tuples in set Met at the end of the phase.
Lemma D.10. Let φ > Φ. The probability that the lexicographic order position of (a.rank, a.name) tuple in a.Met for every agent a is unique at time T first (φ + 1) − 1, is at least 1 − 5/n.
Proof. Call phase φ a good phase if 1. T first (φ + 1) − T all (φ) ≥ 3n ln n and 2. all names q a (φ) are pairwise different. The probability of φ being good is at least 1 − 4/n by Lemmas D.4 and D.9.
So assume that φ is a good phase. We will prove that the probability that the lexicographic order position of (r a (φ), q a (φ)) in a.Met for every agent a is unique at time T = T first (φ + 1) − 1 is at least 1 − 4/n under this condition. This then concludes the proof.
Consider the sets S a (t) = {a ′ ∈ A | (r a (φ), q a (φ)) ∈ a ′ .Met(t)} for every agent a ∈ A and every time t with T all (φ) ≤ t < T first (φ + 1). Further fix S a (t) = ∅ for t < T all (φ) and S a (t) = S a (T ) for t ≥ T first (φ + 1). The sequence of the S a (t) is a superepidemic process for every a by code line 9. By Lemma A.4, the probability that S a (T ) = A for all agents a (the roll call process) is at least 1 − 1/n. But then, code lines 4-5, together with the fact that the names q a (φ) are all different, show that the lexicographic order position of (r a (φ), q a (φ)) in a.Met must be unique for every agent a, in their last interaction before time T .
Corollary D.11. Let φ > Φ. The probability that every agent has a unique rank at time T all (φ + 1) is at least 1 − 5/n.
Proof. By code line 5, agent a updates its field a.rank to the lexicographic position of the (a.rank, a.name) tuple in its a.Met set, when it enters into a new phase. Combining Lemma D.10, we obtain the corollary.
Let T stab be the earliest time such that every agent has a unique and stable rank such that ∀τ ≥ T stab , ∀a ∈ A, a.rank(τ ) = a.rank(T stab ) .
The next lemma proves the fact that once agents have unique ranks at the beginning of a phase φ > Φ + 1, the ranks are stable forever, i.e. r a (φ ′ ) = r a (φ), ∀φ ′ > φ, ∀a ∈ A.
Lemma D.12. Let φ > Φ+1. If every agent has a unique rank at time T all (φ), then T stab ≤ T all (φ).
Proof. Let t a (φ) be the earliest time such that a.phase(t) ≥ φ. Recall from Lemma D.7 that a.rank(t) = r a (φ) and a.name(t) = q a (φ), ∀t : t a (φ) ≤ t < t a (φ + 1).
At time t a (φ + 1), code line 5 will be executed by agent a. If |a.Met| < n, a does not update its rank field, i.e. r a (φ + 1) = r a (φ). Otherwise, the new rank is assigned to agent a according to the lexicographic order of (r a (φ), q a (φ)) tuple in its a.Met set. Since |a.Met| = n, we know that a.Met = {(r ′ a (φ), q ′ a (φ))|∀a ′ ∈ A}. As every agent has a unique rank at time T all (φ), {r ′ a (φ)|∀a ′ ∈ A} = {1, ..., n}. Therefore, the lexicographic order position of (r a (φ), q a (φ)) tuple in set a.Met is the exactly the order position of r a (φ) in {1, ..., n}. So r a (φ + 1) = r a (φ).
The above lemmas finally allow us to conclude that the Log-Time-SSR protocol stably ranks the population in logarithmic time. = 42n ln n · 2 · 2 = 168n ln n = O(n log n) .
Passing to parallel time by dividing by n now proves the first part of the theorem.
To prove the second part of the theorem, note that the first inequality in (2) shows that φ stab ≤ Φ + 2 with probability at least 1 − 5/n. This combined with two applications of Lemma D.6 concludes the proof.
